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A b s t r a c t 

In this· paper the processes of.A (r•) hyperon and K0-meson generation in JC-p 

collisions have been studied at the 1r- ·meson ehergy. o:f 6.8 Bev. There were obtained the 

cross sections for the production o:f J\(r1 and Ka, the relationships between the cross 

sections :fo; the generation o:f Y"K and ife-pairs, the average multiplicity o:f charged 

particles, the angular and momentum distributions of Jl and K0 in the center-of-mass 

system and the distributions of the transverse momenta o:f J\ and K0 • 



At th~ present time the papers are_ published where processes of A ( r ') hyperon 

and K0 - meson generation in 1cp collisions were studied only_near the threshold 

(o.9- 1.4) BeV/c/11. 
To clear up the structure of the nucleon and the character of the interaction betweeJ 

-, 
elementary particles it is necessary to obtain the experimental data at higher energies. 

The processes of generation of A(I:") hyperons and K0 -mesons in the collisions of negativ' 

X mesons of_ the momentum 6.8! 0.6 BeV/c with hydrogen have been studied by ~eans of 

a 24-litre propane bubble chamber in the 'steady magnetic field of 1J.7oo oersted. The 

experiment arrangement is described in the paper by Wang Kan -chang _~t all~/ 

Methods of_ Analysis and Selection of 1C-p Interactions· 

A stereocamera with the object1ves " P'JCCAP-niT/13/'11/r " with the focal distance 

of-67 mm was used to take photos of the working volume of the chamber. The_photographic 

film was pressed to the flat-parallel glasses on which the crosses are indicated (the 

straight lines are intersected at an angle of 90°)~ The base for stereophotographing is 

determined by the distance between the crosses and is equal to JOOmm. The objectives ·are 

adjusted so that their optical ax~s are parallel and pass through the points at which 

the straight lines are intersected on the glasses. The scale of 'photographing for 

the mean plane of the working volume of the chamber is 1 : 10. During the operation 

the camera is kept in a fixed position on the u~per plate of the chamber. The pictures 
. 0 

obtained were scanned twice or thrice by different scanners with the help of stereomag-
.-I_;~~ 

nifiers or reprojectors. For t~e observation of V0 the;.~ . .f.ficiency o.f such scanning wa_s 

found to be 91* and 96% respectively.There were scann~d- 14000 pictures. A and K'were 

considered to be generated in ~-p interaction if they satisfied the following criteria: 

1. In the star to which J\ and K0 belong we failed to observe short black tracks 

characterising for the disintegration praducts of carbon nuclei. 

2. The. number of rays in the star. is even (0,2,4,6). 

J. The total charge of all secondary particles is equal to zer·o. 

4. Not more than one baryon (A , 1: , /' } is observed in the star. 

5. The momenta of A _and K0-particles in the c .m.s. do not exceed the maximum 

values available in t~e generation of A _a_nd K0 :1J1 the collision of 1l.- mesons with 

free protons. 
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The events selected during the scanning were analysed, and 2JJ of them satisfied a: 

the ·criteria mentioned above. 1'he measurements of the eve~ts were made with the micros -

copes YY1M -21 by measuring the co~rdinates of the corre;ponding points on· both p:lcture 

of a stereopair. 

The spatial coordinates, angles ana momenta were calculated with an electronic com

puter "Ural". The calculation for the geometrical construction_of the track in space was 

made bl the mP-thod of least squares. The curvature of the track was approxima~ed by the 

parabola. The inhom~genity of the.magnetic field over the whole working volume of. th~ 

chamber did not exceed ± J%. Due to mu~tiple scattering the error in the determination 

of the momenta is, on the average, lJ% for relativistic particles when the track is lOom 

long. 

To identify )\ and K0 
- particles the kinematic relations were used between the 

emission angles and the corresponding momenta of the decay products. This allowed to 

determine the momenta of A and K0-particles with an accuracy of 10%. 

Correction for the Geometry 

The effective region of the c~mber f~r the generation andthe observation orll 

and K0-particle decay is small.er than the geometriqal dimensions of th~ chamber 55 X 28 X 

14 cm3 and depends upon the lifetime of the particle arid its velocity • 

The effective region was determined experimentally. For this purpose the distri

bution was constructed of points o.f A and K0 generation in the· ·camera. It turned out 

that the distribution of these events simulates the distribution of the tracks o.f a pri

mary beam in the following intervals: along the x-axis - from 4 up to 22om, along the 

z-axis - ·fr.om· J up to 9cm·*· If the direction of the primary particle beam is taken as .a 

positive direction, and the middle of the chamber -as an origin along the y-axis, then 

90% of all the events of J\ and K0 production are situated within the interval from 

-24 up to +14om. ·209 out of 2JJ events belong to this region. It turned out that the 
. 0 . 

effective regions for ll and K -particles practically coincide. The difference in the 

lifetimes ,is compensated because of large velocities what leads to a great relativistic 

increase of the lifetime of K0
, and it becomes comparable with the lifetime of Jl 

0 
To take into account ./\. and ·K -particles, which decay outside the chamber, as well 

*xis the width of the.chamber, y is the length of the chamber along the direction 
of .the beam, z is the deep coordinate. 
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as the difference in the probabilities of recording )\ and K0 emitting in the vertical 

and horisontal planes, the corrections were introduced~ 

w. is the correction for the probability of Jl and K0 decay outside the chamber 

w, is the correction for the losses of A and K0 because of large deep angles. 

1. The probability of A and K0 decay within the chamber is determined by the 

( 1 - e-Ljt, )·, where '.·, --jJC! ,...o is the well-known exponential relation 1· •· mean range and L 

is the potential range. The distance from the point at which the particle is gene-

rated up to the boundary of the effective region for obser~ing the decay is meant by a 

potential range. The dimensions of this region depend upon the minimum length necessary 

for measuring the momenta of the decay products. In our experiment this length was 4 em, 

Using the values of A and K0 lifetimes from/J/, we calculated /.' - the probability of 

observing the decay in our chamber for each event, The mean value /; for the obser-

vation of .A and K0 is equal to 84% and 78%,respectively ,whereas for the observation of 

the 1\Ko, K'K"pairs - 65% and 6J%, respectively, The magnitude inverse to the probabi -

lity of observing the decay in the chamber gives .the correctionV\1, 

2. The depth of the chamber is smaller than its width and, therefore, the probabili

ty of observing A and K0 particles generated in the chamber and emitted at large azimuthal 

angles· is less than for observing A and K0 emitted at small aZimuthal angles 

(lfi• o•+ go•) • This is the so-called efficiency over cfJ There was constructed the 

distribution in ~. for A and K0
, It was found that the correction in ¢ for A 

decays 

Cross Section for the Production of A(I:0
) and K0 

In this paper we did not intend to estimate the fraction of }\ from r_• decay. 

The decay of L into A and 't 
does not permit to distinguish A 

quantum practically just at the point of generation 

obtained in the '[. 
0 

decay by 'I quanta, since in 

our chamber only 11% of 'I quanta convert into an electron-positron pair. It is seen 

from Table 1 that together with neutral strange particles a few more charged particles 

are produced at our energy. These are mainly?t'mesons. The average number of charged partie· 

les accompanying the generation of Jl and K0 is equal to 2.5 ± 0.1. Among charged 
+ 

particles there are also K- mesons. 

We recorded the neutral strange particles which are produced in the following 

reactions 



(1) :TC r P -tAr K" + n '11 

(2) '](+ P -+ I:o+Ko.,. ?l?f 

(J) 1( ,. p ~A + K~ + 'fl 7C 

(4) 71'- tP - L 0+K+ + 1l n: 

6 

(5) 1,.- + p -+ K" + K" + N 1- n 7t 

< 6) 1f + P ~ K~~ + J( + N + 11 n 
(7) 1t + P ~ Ko + K.,. +- N + n 1l 

At our energy K0 can also be produced in the following reactions 

(B,9)1f+P ·__, I:t +K" t n1! 

(10) 1{- tP -+ z· +K" + K + nTC 

<n) r{ +fi ~ 2" +K" + K.,. n.1f etc.· 

but the contribution of K0 from these re!!_Ctions to the total statistics is negligible: 
~ 

I: have a.characteristic mode of decay, short lifetime and, therefore, may be reliably 
·..: 'i 

recorded and well identified from the reactions (1)-(7) under. study;. ~ have. very small 

production cross section in 1r· P interaction*. For. sufficiently large momenta (1.25BeV/cJ 
' + 

we cannot distinguish Jl! mesons from K-mesons ano. protons .The measurements of the ioni - · 
. + 

zation in thi.s interval of momenta do n~t give a reliable separation of '1l" mesons 

from protons, not to mention the separation of 7!+ from K+ mesons. Therefore, we eva

luated the ·events with the decay schemes (J),(4), (6)1 (7) in the following way: we know 

the branching ratios of A and K0
• decay. into neutral particles. ' as well as the 

fraction of longlived K0 mesons. We denote this fraction forAb;y /-A =O.JJ and fo:rr K
0
by 

l• = 0.6J/4/. Then the correct numbers may be determined by the number of pairs 

K0
( n .. w) and K°K0

( nll"w) which were found experimentally 

nA({' 

N.M<":: (i- ~ ){t -Ia-) 

N n,,.,. 
K' f<• = (1-IK·){-t -lw) 

Due to the neutral decay of K0 and to the existence of K~, a p~t of N.Atr will be re

corded as a single }l 

The number of such events is n: =NAil' fJ 1-fA} .~{ is subtracted from the total 

r,- . +2.5 
*The cross section for ~ .. production is estimated to be J.6_3 • 1~;nucleua at this 

energy. The paper will be published. · 
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be considered as Jl 
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single 1\. with the corrections W, and Wz the remainder may 

generated according to reactions (J) and (4). 

An analogous calculation was made for K0 -mesons. 

Thus, we estimated the probabilities of reactions (1),(2) and (J),(4) 1 as well as (5) 

(6) and (7). For the sake of simplicity we denote: 

<J(Y'JC) =D(d toC.t} 

and 

crcy· K4} = uCJJ roc'IJ 

Ci(K'i?~J = u(f) 

Ci U:r'WJ ::o(6J t-u(f) 

G'(Y'K) :: uCY'K'} r o(Y'K') 

crCK'KJ ::u(K'K'J +trCK'Kt} 

We have scanned our material specially with the aim of observing the f -quantum 

conversion from '1('" meson decay. During the scanning of 228 events in which neutral 

strange particles are produced it was found that in J2 events a conversion electron-
~ 

positron pair belonged to the primary star. This,constitutes 14%. 20 conversions of 

( -quanta are observed together with A and 12 conversions of l -quanta - together 

with K0 • The difference between 20 and 12 is not great within the error. On the other h~nd, 

since the threshold for the production of a KK pair is higher than for Y'K , then 

the multiplicity for KK pairs must be less. Therefore, one can suppose that all the con

versions of ( quanta are the decay products of 'JC" mesons, and among them the fraction 

of ( quanta from ~· decay is comparatively small. 

To determine the total cross section for the production ofJ\(~1and K0-particles 

7000 photographs were taken, on which the number of primary x-~esons on each picture 

did not exceed 15-20. The number of mesons was counted twice independently on each tenth 

picture. 

The difference in the number of tracks according to the results of 'two observers 

was 0.6% when the number of mesons was.about 100.000. As was mentioned above, the effi

ciency of observing \/~ -events was equal to 91% for the twofold scanning and 96% for 

the threefold scanning. Besides the corrections VV, and ~~ due to the geometry of the 

chamber, a correction was made for the neutral mode of decay and long-lived Kfmesons in 

the determination of the total number of the events ofA~1~nd K0-generation. The result 

for different reactions is given in Taple II with account of all corrections. 

/ 
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Our experiment is performed with propane (c 3H8). TherAfore, it is necessary to cor

rect the cross section for the admixture of interactions with quasi-free protons from 

carbon. For this purpose one counted the number of· x·n interactions associated with J\ 

or K0
decay*. The number of such events was JO% of the selected lip interactions. 

In the course of analysing 10% of the interactions originally selected as ~-p 

did not satisfay the fifth condition and were excluded from the considerativn. 
. 0 

Assuming that the cross sections for the generation of J\ and K -particles on 

quasi-free protons and neutrons of carbon are identical, we obtain that 2o% of n"pinter

actions are due to the interaction of ~· with quasi-free carbon protons. 

Considering the above-mentioned corrections as well as the admixtures of mesons and 

the efficiency of observing, the total cross section for the creation of J\(L·)and K0 

particles is found to-be (2.0 ! O.J5)mb. 

G"(Y"Ef) 

6"( K" K) 

= 0.8 ± 0.25 mb 

1.2 ± o.J mb 

R==~· 
6'"C"K"Itt 0.7 ± 0.2 

Momentum and Angular Distributions of 1\ and K0 Particles 
in the Center-of-Mass System 

in constructing the angular and momentum· distributions we took into account only the 

correction VV, 
In Fig.l is given the momentum distribution of hyperons. In Fig.la) are compared the 

mom~ntum spectra of )\ emitting in the c.m.s. in the forward and backward directions • 

It is seen ~hat the momentum spectrum of particles emitted in the backward direction in -- . 

the c.m.s~ is spread f;om :.zero up to 1.6BeV/c while those emitted in the 

forward direction, cuts off near lBeV/c. 

in the 

In Fig.2 is shown the angular distribution ofAihyperons. The character of this 

distribution does not depend upon the multiplicity of particl~s produced together with 

A· A hyperons are flying mainly•in the backward direction. 

In Fig. J is presented the momentum distribution of K0-mesons. 

*The sel.ection criteria for rr·n · interactions will be described in"5~ 
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0 
It is seen from Fig.Ja) that the momentum spectru~ of K mesons emitting in the forward 

direction is almost the same as for K0 -mesons emitting in the backward direction. 

If for A hyperons the angular distribution is independent of the multipli

city of other particles generated together with )\ , then for K0 the situation changes 

essentially. In Fig.4a) is presented the angular distribution of K0 -mesons for the 

multiplicity ns -' 2 and in Fig.4b) for the multiplicity ns :>4. ( ns is the number 

of charged particles). For the cases with small multiplicity (ns= 0 1 2) a greater number 

of K0 -mesons fly in the forward direction • 

... 
11 li = 2/J :!: 0.4 

For the cases with large multiplicity ( ns= 4,6) the angular distribution, within :insuf

ficient statistics, is practically isotropic. In Fig.5 and 6 are shown the angular and 

momentum distributions: 

1C - in the usual multiple production/51 a) for mesons 

b) for 7!- mesons generated together with .A(I::) 
We compared only negative particles produced together with a hyperon. This allows to 

identify them uniquely as mesons. In usual m~ltiple production the negative particles 

are also very likely to be n· mesons. 

It is seen from the comparison of these distributions that they have quite a 

similar character. 

The mean values of the· transverse momenta for ll and K0 --J88:!: J5 MeV/c and 

J9J :!: J5 MeV/c respectively, i.e. within the error they are equal. 

The distribution of the transverse momenta of Jl hyperons and K0 -mesons is·shown 

in Fig.7. The mean value of the transverse momenta does not depend upon the multiplicity, 

what is seen from Table III. 

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

1. The Cross Section for Generation of Y'K and /{"K Pairs 

The experimental result we obtained points out that at an energy of 'll- mesons 

of about 7 BeV the·cross section for the generation of thel(K pair becomes greater than 

t.he cross section for the creation of Y'K • The ratio of ·the cross sections gives the 
G1Y'.K) a-

valueR: oCa'lt' 0.7 t 0.2. We have studied only the K K pairs. If we suppose that 

at our energy the cross section for the production of the charged pair K+K- is the same 
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as for K° K0 , then the ratio may be reduced to 0.5. 

Near the threshold the cross section for the production of 1l K0 and t~K0 pairs 

is studied rather in detail. The total cross section for Y'K" has the maximum of ·l.Lmb· 

at about 0.96BeV and falls to 0.4mb at lBeV, and then it increases again at l.JBeV up 

to 0.6 mb/l/. But we do not know how the cross section behaves further. For comparison 

we make use of paper/6/; in which the multiple production of 1(- mesons has been studied. 

at 5BeV. Among 106 (~p) interactions in a hydrogen-filled diffusion chamber 4 events 

of strange particle production was observed. One of these events was identified as 

1(+ P ~A+-Kt+'ll'-. This constitutes 41> of the total cross section for inelastic trr-P 
interaction. If we take the total cross section for inelastic interaction to be 18mb, 

as the a:uthors of this paper have obtained, then the cross section for strange particle 

production will be 0.7 mb. It seems this estimation cannot be considered quite correct,but 

one may think that by accounting all the corrections the cross section for the production 

of y'I{ pair will be of the order of one milliba:-n. The compariRon of paper/6/ with 

our result u(Y"lt) =0.8 t 0.25 mb shows that with the increase of '1C- energy the 

cress section for pair production, probably, does net change. 

The comparison of our result with the calculations according to the statistical 

theory/7/ does net give even a qualitati~e agreement. 

In the calculations by the statistical theory, for the probability of production 

of different pairs of strange particles the following values have been obtained relative· 

to the total cross section for 1C-p interaction: 

· 'W(Aff) = J .8% WfrKl = 6.8% and WCKK) = 1.11> 

If we assume 

<r(f'K) = -1/J G"(I:K) and 

u(K'K) = 3/'t 6 (lrff) then 

we get 
6"(Y"K) =0.06 Ut or 1.5mb 

o(K"K) =O.oci8Gt or 0.2mb 

The theoretical and experimantal values of the cross section for the creation of K° K 
pairs are different by an order. If ): is treated as a bound stat£ KN (Goldhaber 

scheme) then, as was pointed out by M.A.Markov/8/,the_cross section fer KK pairs will 

increase with the energy increase of the primary x- meson. In view of this, it would be 

very interesting to clear up the variation -of the cross scetion for KKpairs atX-meson 

energy above and below ours. 
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From our preliminary results the cross section for K K pair generation is increa-

sing at 8 BeV energy. 
2. Mean Multiplicity 

At our energy, together with the production of strange particles some more other 

particles, both charged and neutral, are generated. r.et us compare the mean multiplicities 

in the production of strange particles and in the usual multiple production·of 1r me~ons5 

for the same energy. 

For the usu~l multiplicity the mean number of charged particles is n, =J.2 ± 0.2. 

When strange particles are generated the observed mean number of the charged partic

les is equal to 11s ... 2.5 ± 0.1. There is no doubt that 1t mesons comprise the major 

part of all charged par-ticles. As a part of energy is spent for the creation of a pair 

of strange particles then for the production of X mesons there remains a smaller part 

of energy. Then one can expect that the number of '1t. mesons produced together with 

strange particles will be less· than · in usual multiple production of n m~sons. This 

is in agreement with our result. We have already mentioned above that in 14% of the events 

there is a pair from d' quanta conversion, while for the usual multiplicity the stars 

with r quanta' conversion a~e 21%. If we assume that the number of electron-positron 

pairs from ( quanta conversion is proportional to that of ~D mesons then the ratio 

of the number of ~· mesons in the strange particle production to that of rD mesons 

. in the usual multiple production will be 2 : J, whereas for the charged ones this ratio 

is not conserved~ If we take the ratio 2:J for mesons as well, then the average multipli

city of charged mesons must be ns = 2.0 • Thus, the difference between the experimen

tal multiplicity and that calculated above is 0.5 when strange particles are produced. 

This difference may be accounted for the presence of Ktmesons among the,charged particles 

accompanying; the production of neutral strange. particles. Indeed, if we estimate a frac 

tion of charged K-mesons in other way, we obtain the same result, and namely: nlr"•0.5. 

This estimate was made on the basis of t.he reactions observed with account of : 

a) neutral decays of A and K0
, b) decays outside the working volume of· the chamber. 

We consider the event in which the decay is not observed to be a multiple production 

of mesons. Therefore, it may be omitted. But since we already know the probability of 

and K0 decays into charged particles 

and and 
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the probability of recording the charged decays 

1/~={w.\~)A and lJ~· = ( w\.,l ) K' 
we can determine 

1iur - 1J,. ;,,; NAK' .,. 1fll• ·1!~· Nll'tl" 
= 0.5' t0.12 'IJA'>JlJl_.K. + fJH• -,;,. MK'fll +['IJA"J{~ "ltt"ltc•] Nl\t(•- n,w + 2 [?J,,"Ji<•Nwi- - 1/.t 'l'lll•i•] 

where 

NAK* N K'l<t NAK' N I{' X' 

are from Table II and n tc•li• ; 11,.11(' are the observed number of K'if" and Ali" 

pairs. Both these estimates coincide well. 

J, Angular and Momentum Distributions 

The angular distributions of/l hyperons produced in~·p interactions near the thres· 

hold are studied well. An analysis of the amplitude was made by the sand P-waves/91. 

At our energy, of course, such an analysis cannot be made. To clear up the angular 

distributions of secondary particles it is possibl'e to use only general ideas. 

As is shown from angular distribution (Fig.2) the singleA hyperons have an evident 

tendency to be emitted in the backward direction in the c.m.s. such an asymmetry cannot 

be a consequence of the admixture of carbon events because even under the most unfavou~ 

rable assumptions that all A from 1!- C interactions (about 20%) are emitted backward, 

the remaining asymmetry is equal to ll/t .=1/5. •.rhis asymmetry is also observed in pair 

events. An analogous result holds for the protons in the usual multiple production of 

1t mesons 15(,/B/ In Table IV are given the angular distributions of A K"and K0 K0 
pairs, where only the correction w; was . taken into account. Although the number 

of pairs is not great, the main tendency is evident: J\ are emitted in the backward di

rection, while K0 
- in the forward direction. However, this latter tendency· is less 

expressed. Because of insufficient statistics we cannot consider the angular distribution 

of K0R0 pairs in more detail. It is seen from Fig.4 that the angular distribution of K0 

is extended forward. This depends upon the multiplicity of secondary charged particles. 

When ns • ·o or 2, it is not symmetrical, and when ns =4 or 6, the distribution is 

practically isotropic. In Fig.5 c) is given the angular distribution of~- mesons pro-· 

duced together with a A (i'} hyperon. The dotted line shows the distribution for ns = 2, 

the solid one - for ~,=2 + 4 + 6. It is seen that at small multiplicity (ns = 2) mesons 

are flying predominantly in the forward direction in the c.m.s. The ratio~~ = 1.7!0.5. 
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When ns = 4, such an anisotropy in the distribution is less explicit although the sta

tistics is poor and does not allow to make a quantitative estimate. A qualitative compa

rison of 1C- meson distribution in the usual multiple production (Fig.5a) with that of 

x· mesons generated jointly with )\ shows that they have the same character. The be

haviour of~- mesons produced in both types of interaction is similar to that of K0 mesons. 

Ar.alogous results for 1t mesons have been obtained in/5/ ,/6/ and / 8/ where the mul-

tiple production in (~-p )-collisions was studied. It was established that a proton 

keeps its original direction which it had before the interaction, i.e., it is flying 

backward ·in the c.m.s. while '11: mesons are flying forward when the multiplicity is small, 

and the distribution becomes almost isotropic with increasing the multiplicity. 

The momentum dis.tributions of 1t- mesons in the usual multiple production / 5/ and 

in the production together with aA(~·)hyperon have the same form. This is seen from Fig.6. 

Because of the similarity in the momentum and angular distributions,in the first appro-

xima t ion one can treat Y 0 

to another one. 

and N as baryons bel~nging to 
. 0 -

one group, K and X mesons 

Of course, it is very important to clear up the character of the angular distributio~ 

in the generation ·of l::t . hyperons, as near the threshold they have an angular distri -

bution different from that of/i11. If the assertion that a group of baryons, in spite 

of different kinds of partic·les behav~s in the same manner in the interaction, is correct 

then one can expect the Ir hyperon angular distribution to be similar to that of A • 

The character of the angular distributi9n.of A affects also the momentum distri

bution. A very small number ofA is flying forward. This means that the. probability of 

large momentum transfer in a collision is not great. Then one can expect a softer spect

rum of A emitting forward. It is seen from Fig. la) that this is in agreement with 

our experimental results. 

4. Transverse Momenta 

It is interesting that A hyperons and nucleons from inelastic •J( P interactions 

which are not accompanied by a generation of strange particles have the same distributions 

and equal mean values of the transverse momenta independent of muitiplicity • ruf5/ and 

181 the transverse momenta for protons were determined for different values of multipli

city. Within the experimental error the values of the transverse momenta agree well 

with our result. The magnitude of the root-mean-square transverse momentum for Jt and 

K0 is equal approximately to 400MeVjc. Using the uncertainty principle Ap•t:>'t ~ fi 
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one can estimate the radius of the interaction region responsible for the production of 

strange particles fi 1i L. -{t 
~t J' .::.p -=j";;;c: = 7·/0 vrn is of interest to note that the 

dimensions of the interaction region in strange particle production and in the usual 

multiple production almost coincide. 
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' V.I.Ogievetsky, Chou Huang-chao, I.V.Chuvilo, V.S.Barashenkov, V.G.Soloviev for the 
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Table I 

Identified 
(IJ 0 2 4 6 Total particles 

A+ x.c 2 8 3 0 13 

" 6 47 17 3 73 ·-Jt"+K() 0 5 1 0 6 

I<" 16 62 26 3 107 

" or Kc 2 6 2 0 10 

26 128 49 6 209 
total 

112,5%1 161,6% I 123,%1 12,9% I 1100% I 

Table II 

Reactions 111+121 131+141 151 16 I+ 17 I 

Observed number 
(with account of 
all corrections) 136±.. 38 107 ±. 33 89.:!: 36 264.:!: 54 

Table ·III 

p.J. .J. 
"; pk(l 

hs = 2 395 .:!: 47 BeV/c 394 .:!: 42 MeV/c 

n.s ~ 4 367 .± 60 MeV/c 386 .± 66 MeV/c 

- 388 :!:.. 35 MeV/c 393.:!: 35 MeV/c 
n~ 
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Table IV 
-

co-:! e ~ 1\ /(# ·-K"J!.• 
1\ Kp 

/1,01 - 10,6 I 0,0 7,0 ( 7,5 

10,6 - 10,21 5,3 0,0 4,0 

10,2 - 1-0,2 I 0,0 2,2 0,0 

1-0,21 - 1-0,61 1,2 1,1 1,0 

1-0,61 - 1-1,01 10,3 3,3 2.4 

l5 

~\ a) 

-flying in the backward direction 
--flying in the forward direction 

/5 

10 

5 

l±i 
------.. --. 

q2 0,6 qa · 1.0 1,2 (4 1,6 

25 t 
b) 

20 

IS 

10 

5 

o qe q4 q& qa (O ~e 1,4 (S P,.•&i 

Fig.l. Momentum distribution of~ in the o.m.s. 
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_ J<O flyinq;in the backward direction 

- 1<0 
fl yinq in· the forward direction 

QB : .t+7!.61f 

.' ... ·· 

dtl 
li 

Fig.J. Momentum .distribution of.Kb in the o~m.s. 
~·· 

.,· 
: . .. 
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